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Background

Weather data, digital elevation models and background maps are important inputs to decision support software for agriculture, weather risk assessments, resource management, and civil engineering. There are many sources of such data on the Internet, but no standards for data access. The Agriculture and Natural Resource grid lets software applications request such data in a consistent way from the diverse range of databases on the Internet.

Introduction to Distributed Computing

Distributed computing approaches link computers in different geographical locations in order to solve problems. Figure 1 shows a distributed computing approach to agricultural decision support. In this approach, data is retrieved from, and saved in a variety of computers, facilitating maintenance and data sharing. We briefly introduce some important concepts in distributed computing such as client server and broker architectures, remote procedure calls, and passing objects by value and then review the respective strengths of the distributed computing implementations RMI, CORBA, and SOAP.

Figure 1 Distributed computing approach to decision support
Basic Broker Concepts

We discuss the general idea of broker operation (Figure 3), and how applications can request data and metadata from a broker. We describe the logical elements of the process, rather than the details of programming.

Applications can request both data and metadata (details of what data are available) from a broker. Metadata is used to inform users about what data is available from each database, and to display data correctly (for example showing the location of weather stations on a map).

The format of data requests and results is independent of how particular databases are implemented (for example whether the database is relational or file-based). This makes it easy for applications to use newly-linked databases.

Java applications can communicate with brokers using a Java protocol called Remote Method Invocation (RMI). However, we have developed a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) based interface (a Web service) which allows applications written in languages like Delphi and Visual Basic to communicate directly with MetBroker. We hope to develop similar SOAP interfaces to the other brokers in the Agricultural and Natural Resource Grid.
Retrieving weather data into a program

This section shows how Java programs can retrieve data from a broker (we use MetBroker as an example). We provide two demonstration programs. The first is a 20 line “text mode” program run from the command line.

The second program provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for requesting weather data, and uses a set of JavaBeans that we have developed [Figure 2]. These JavaBeans let application developers easily link GUI applications to brokers.

These beans can easily be linked together, so that selections a user makes in one bean are seen and responded to by other beans.

We will demonstrate how to use these beans in a rapid application development tool like Borland JBuilder by creating an application that shows what data is available from stations in any MetBroker database, and can retrieve and display the data.

We briefly describe how MetBroker can be accessed with simple browsers by using Java servlets as an intermediary.

Support Resources

The interfaces and classes that make up the Agricultural and Natural Resource Grid are documented online in Web pages generated from source code comments (Figure 4).

Broker source code is released under the GNU Lesser General Public License, which lets those interested view and modify the source code, but which requires that any modifications be released under the same license.

The Grid is supported through discussion groups in English and Japanese.

Figure 4 MetBroker online documentation